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Saint Lucia Travel Reference Map 1st Ed. 2011 1:40,000. It is one of the loveliest and most popular

of the Caribbean island states. It is an ideal vacation travel destination, with excellent beaches,

snorkelling, and accommodation facilities. It is also the hub of Carib ferry services, with boats plying

between Castries, the capital, and St. Vincent to the south and Martinique to the north. This new

service allows island-hopping to be practical for those on a budget, or those wishing to have a

pleasant sea cruise combined with the opportunity to visit other islands. The map itself is at an

excellent scale, shows physical features as well as roads, and locates all current touristic activity.

This is a place I want to ground-truth this winter!!! Printed on paper, single-sided, inset of Castries;
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ITMB Publishing (International Travel Maps and Books) of Vancouver, Canada, has published

detailed reference and travel maps of countries, regions, and cities around the world since 1985.

The company's titles include many that are unique or the first of their kind, including the first

commercially available travel map of South America.

A pretty good map for people who want to get off the main roads and need quite a bit of detail,

including topographic information. Don't get it if you're not a "map person" and a good map reader.

Some criticisms: this map is not good about differentiating between 4WD tracks and paved streets.

Also, the line width and color that they chose to use in showing some district boundaries is



unfortunate, because it looks almost like a road and will mislead people who don't look carefully.

There is a similar map published by Gizi that doesn't have these faults and is more carefully put

together, and is therefore a little better.

This is one large map folded up, and it was pretty useful, since some of the roads on this map are

not even on Google maps.

Overall, well worth the price and meets my mixed needs.The good:- well printed, good color

choices,- just the right level of road detail- lots of terrain detail, includs Lat./Long. on gridlines-

"Places" index has about 400 listed (but font too small)- intuitive iconsThe not-so-good:- Only

printed one side = twice the folding- decent paper stock, good for one trip.- only a few Hiking trails

shown- only one detail area, blowup of Castries- Descriptive "features" text is unnecessarily small.

The roads are not marked well in St Lucia. Signs, route names, road names, and building numbers

are lacking in general in this country. This map helped pretty well considering what the map makers

have to work with there. This map was better then the one given to us by the car rental company.

This maps was so so helpful for driving around the island of St. Lucia (in which street signs are

minimal). I really wish they would remake this map with a blown up street map of Soufrierre.

If you are going to be driving yourself around St. Lucia, you need this map. It came in extremely

handy as we traveled across the island. We stopped into small bay areas for food and found the

most beautiful vistas.

Good detailed map but we stayed near Soufriere and the lack of a town map of Soufriere was a

handicap. Most maps have both sides but this one is blank on one side so they could have used it

to show a closeup of Soufriere.

As there are no signs on the roads here, this map is a must if you plan to drive exploaring the island.

It saved us time and money over there and we were happy to have it. Highly recommended!
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